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Humanity stands 
on the edge of a 
crumbling cliff.  

Most of the 
world’s people 
live on 
precarious 
edges of one 
sort or another, 
watching it all 
unravel,  



Half the world’s wealth is owned 
by 1% of the population 



We are the first generation to to have capacity to end life on earth 



Global Biodiversity Outlook Three - 
GBO-3 





 $50 trillion dollars gone 

 80 million jobs evaporated 

 1/3 of design jobs gone  



“We don’t fully understand what is happening 
to advanced economies” 



The best way to predict 
the future is to invent it 



Mount Pelerin Society 





        Figure 1. Economic performance for Asia. 1 













We have all the technologies we need  
to solve all the challenges facing humanity 



“This is the era of 
renewables” 

“Alarming fall in cost of 
solar”  

10-year unsubsidized 
forward price of gas: 
11¢/ kWh 

10-year unsubsidized 
forward price of solar: 
10¢/ kWh 

It’s over: solar wins 



Island of Eigg -  
crowd-sourced 
movement funded 
the purchase of the 
island, and its 
conversion to 100% 
renewable energy. 
This is 
transformational – 
transforms scarcity 
to abundance 

Now the only place 
in Scotland with net 
in-migration  





A greener economy already employs almost 3 
million - more than fossil fuel 

It could create between 15 million to 60 million 
jobs worldwide over the next two decades 

    
At least half of the global workforce will be 
affected in some way by 2030 

     2012 ILO UNEP 
study. 



2014 CDP report: 
S&P 500 companies that build 

sustainability into their core strategies 
outperform those that fail to show 

leadership.   
Corporations that are actively managing 

and planning for climate change secure an 
18% higher return on investment (ROI) 

than companies that aren’t  
67% higher than companies who refuse to 

disclose their emissions.  





400,000 took in NYC calling for climate solutions 



There’s nothing politicians fear more 
than people in the streets 



Institutions 
that lose 
legitimacy 
collapse 
very quickly 





Russell Brand vs 
Jeremy Paxman 

BBC Newsnight 

Most watched 
You Tube video 
for all of 2013  







  Join the conversation:  
Help us invent the new global economy 

www.asap4all.org  



Wisdom, when standing on a crumbling cliff, 
is to turn around to see what is behind us - 
all the intactness of the natural world, of 
human community, and build from there.  



We’re changing stories. We’re giving people a 
place to stand,  a place to hold on to 

Our job is to stand at the edge and to roll the 
edges up into a new center, to bring the artists, 
the heretics, into the solutions. 

Turning, we can see the remnants of our intact 
and beautiful world, the ancient wisdom we 
forgot, the brilliant experiments at the edges that  
can help us regain safety, the sacred and our 
sense of home again.  



Edges of ecosystems 
are where the 
greatest abundance 
lives.  

Where two ecosystem 
converge is where the 
diversity and fertility is 
found in nature - as 
where a meadow 
meets the forest or a 
river enters the ocean 



Entrepreneurs have always sailed over the edge of the linear 
economy to find new lands, new hope, to counter such flat earth 
nonsense as climate denialism. 

There IS a round economy out there - a circular economy, a 
sharing economy - to counter the liquidation economy now 
ravaging the planet.  
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Homo Sapiens is an interesting species.  

We have incredible power to transform our 
environment to meet our needs, and yet we have 
this odd tendency to create a world, forget that we 
have created it, and then throw up our hands and 

proclaim our inability to change the system.  

Capitalism is not a set of natural laws  
that Adam Smith discovered.   

It is our creation, and it is constantly evolving and 
changing – consciously or unconsciously… 

Transforming the Economy 



Who’s 
responsible? 



Dr. Sylvia Earle: 

“What we do in the next ten years is more important than 
what humanity does in the next 10,000 years” 





Bard MBA in 
Sustainability 

Bard Center for 
Environmental Policy 

 MS in Environmental 
Policy 

 MS in Climate 
Science and Policy 



“Make the world work, for 100% of humanity, 
in the shortest possible time, through 

spontaneous cooperation, without ecological 
offense or the disadvantage of anyone.” 

Buckminster Fuller 



Visit: www.natcapsolutions.org  

Natural Capitalism Solutions 




